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Don’t Be Fooled!
by Penny McCoy
Executive Director
Program Director
pmccoy@prwa.com

Once again, there is a report of a would be
bad guy posing as a water operator to gain access
into an elderly ladies home. The incident took place
near Pittsburgh and the imposter threatened to shut
off the resident’s water if she would not let him in.
Unless your utility is in a very small town
the residents probably do not know all of your
employees. So, instead of my usual article, below
is a re-print from the Volusia County, Florida
Sherriff’s office to help you educate your customers.

In order to avoid becoming a crime victim,
here are some things to keep in mind when you get
that knock on the door from someone claiming to be
a utility worker who needs to get into your house:

Don’t Be Fooled By A Phony Utility Worker
Someone appears at your door claiming
to be a utility worker, saying they need to inspect
your water pipes, check your meter or investigate a
leak in your house. The person at your door may be
carrying a walkie-talkie and wearing a hard hat and
vest to appear legitimate.
So how can you tell a real utility worker
from a scam artist? The key is to be cautious and
ask questions. If you don’t, you could unknowingly
invite a thief into your home.
Posing as a phony utility worker is a classic
scam that often targets seniors living alone. If you
remain alert, you’ll spot the warning signs that will
help you avoid becoming a victim.
This type of scam is also known as a
distraction theft because the victim’s attention is
cleverly diverted just long enough for the thief
or his accomplice to rifle through the victim’s
house helping himself to money, jewelry and
other valuables. In order to distract the victim, the
imposter may ask you to step outside. Or he may
ask you to go to another part of the house to turn the
water off or bang on the pipes. These are all ruses to
distract the victim’s attention and give the thief time
to ransack your house looking for loot to steal.

•
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•
•

•
•
•

•

Stop and think: Are you expecting anyone to
come to your home?
Remember that most utility companies won’t
send a worker to your home unannounced.
They usually will make an appointment before
showing up.
If your door has a chain, put it on before
answering your door. It will create a barrier
between you and the caller.
Always ask to see the caller’s employee
identification.
Look for a company logo on the person’s
uniform and vehicle.
Call the utility company to verify the person’s
identification. Make sure you have the person
wait outside behind a locked door while you do
this. A legitimate worker won’t mind waiting
while you verify their employment information.
The utility company will be able to tell you
whether the person is an employee and whether
they’ve dispatched a service call to your home
or neighborhood.
If the person is an imposter, contact law
enforcement immediately.

By helping protect your customers you also
help protect your utility.

1-800-653-PRWA
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Washington D.C.
by Joseph Falcone
Executive Director
Chief Financial Officer
jfalcone@prwa.com

and wastewater system. Without safe drinking
water, there can be no housing, no employers,
no economic expansion, or no quality of life of
any kind.
I believe our delegation heard us and
sincerely supports our industry’s efforts here in
the state. Take the opportunity to thank your
Congressman or Senator for supporting our rural
water community.

I am writing this article as I return from
our Water Rally in Washington D.C. A group of
six of us went to talk to our 18 Representatives
in the House and our 2 Senators. The highlight
of the trip for us was to personally thank Senator
Toomey and present him with the Friend of
Rural Water Award for his work in getting our
industry a new regulation that allows for the
electronic delivery of CCR reports. As all of
you know, this will save an enormous amount
of time, energy, and money. Read the complete
article on page 31.
Aside from Senator Toomey, we had a
number of other meaningful meetings while
in D.C. We talked extensively about our
association, our industry, the challenges we
all face, and our infrastructure needs here in
Pennsylvania. We talked about the pure fact
that the essence of every community is the water
WWW.PRWA.COM
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Right of Ways
by Dave Muzzy
Chief Staff Officer
Water Circuit Rider
dmuzzy@prwa.com

This past Fall I was called in to assist
a system that needed a hand in finding a water
main. The reason I am telling you this is that up
until a few weeks before they called me they did
not even know there was a water line in the area.
How often has this happened to you?
Right of ways are often over looked and
forgotten about. Our predecessors put lines in
for some master plan that only they had any
knowledge of. Years later we are often left to
question why? Or what were they thinking?
Yes, I know that we, too, have installed them.
And much like our forerunners, it all made sense
at the time. You had every intention of putting
them on the maps (well maybe tomorrow) at first
opportunity. Well, they are in the ground now,
and what are you going to do? In a perfect world,
we would have time to maintain or upgrade
the maps at least once a month, and do at least
a walk-through of your system several times a
year, specifically checking to see if manhole lids
are secure and looking for possible sinkholes
around the mains and for random leaks. We have
right of ways that run to tanks from well fields
and to our plants. Some we drive on, over, or by
several times a day. When was the last time you
actually stopped to physically check them out?
Or that housing development that stalled a few
years ago? Has anyone been around it to check
for sinkholes since that developer pulled out?
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25th Annual Conference!
by Joel Jordan
Director of Education
jjordan@prwa.com

Just around the bend is the annual PRWA
Conference. Our 25th year! PRWA has come a long
way since that first Technical Conference in State
College, Oct 1988, and first Annual Conference &
Exposition in Meadville, May 1989. Back then, 6
or 7 training sessions was about it. “Over 100 PRWA
members and guests in attendance”, according to
the Fall 1989 Keystone Tap.
If you were there at one of the first
conferences, we’d love to hear what you remember.
Drop me an e-mail and tell me about it. I wasn’t
there since my first PRWA Conference was 1995
and I was hired by PRWA in the Fall of 1997.
In 2013, we’ll have over 65 sessions to
choose from and expect over 1,000 PRWA members
and guests. Our training partners have been working
very hard to bring you the latest training. We’d love
to see you there.
How We Learn
I was recently reading an article and study
on how people learn during studying. Psychologists
had reviewed many previous studies that have been
done over the years on how folks best retained
information based on what study method they used.
They went on to rank those results from best to
worst methods to study. Most of the results weren’t
all that surprising, but are worth repeating. Many
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of you are studying for certification exams, so you
might as well use your time wisely with the most
effective methods.
Two methods stood out as the best: studying
the material (1) in small or “distributed” study times
over a longer period and (2) practice exams. Flash
cards were shown to be a very effective method of
practice exam.
The least effective method (and, I employed
this a lot back in school) was cramming, or very
intense long study sessions just prior to the exam,
the infamous “pull an all-nighter”. Other methods
that could also be relatively ineffective, depending
on the type of material, were highlighting text,
summarizing text, mnemonics, creating imagery,
and re-reading. Some of this last group were rather
surprising to me as they are commonly taught as
effective methods.
These are just things to consider as you
prepare for your upcoming exam….
SEPTEMBER 30, 2013!!!!!!! – The End
is Near!!!! No, not another Mayan, religious cult
or other end-of-the-world date. If you are an
operator that is in the renewal cycle that started on
October 1, 2010 and expires September 30, 2013,
you are required to take the Securing Water and
Wastewater Facilities course prior to 9/30/13. This
is the first group to go through this requirement
and it is a big group. Most of the “grandfathered”
operators are in this group. Make sure you don’t
miss an opportunity to take the course when it is
near you (if you haven’t already taken it). Check
the PRWA training calendar at www.prwa.com.

1-800-653-PRWA
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What’s an MS4?
by Matt Genchur
Source Water Program Manager
Source Water Protection Specialist
mgenchur@prwa.com

What’s an MS4?
We have to do what now?
Pop quiz:
Who can tell me what MS4 stands for?
Don’t worry, you’re not the only one to
fail that quiz. However, for those of you living
in a “bigger” rural area or are adjacent to a more
urbanized area, you may already be familiar
with this flavor of government alphabet soup.
MS4 stands for Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer Systems and is part of the larger National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) Stormwater Program, which regulates
stormwater discharges. These terms originated
from the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) in the late 1980’s/early 1990’s and is an

10

implementation and execution of the Clean
Water Act from the early 1970’s.
Essentially, EPA considers stormwater
discharges as “point” sources of pollution and
they likely require permits before they can
discharge. The overall intent of the program
is to reduce or eliminate harmful pollutants
from entering our waterways. Most states,
including Pennsylvania, are authorized by EPA
to implement and administer this program and
permitting program.
The program has been issued and
implemented in two phases. Phase I, which
was put into place in 1990 and affected larger
cities and urban areas with a population over
100,000, and Phase II, which began in 1999
and affected small MS4s in “urbanized areas”
or areas designated by the permitting authority.
Urbanized areas are determined by the census,
which occurs every 10 years and was last
completed in 2010. Recently, EPA revealed the
new maps for urbanized areas, which means that
new municipalities or parts of municipalities
may have new rules to abide by and administer.
If you are a new addition to the MS4
program, you have six minimum measures you
are responsible for implementing:
•

Public Education and Outreach

•

Public Participation/Involvement

•

Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination

•

Construction Site Runoff Control

•

Post-Construction Runoff Control

•

Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping
1-800-653-PRWA
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As a municipal authority, the supervisors
and councils may look to you for guidance
and program implementation. Each of these
measures has details available that illustrate how
to better understand and implement them. Much
more information about the NPDES and MS4
program, new maps, the minimum measures,
and more are available through this EPA
website: http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/
swbasicinfo.cfm
This topic is extremely important in
relation to source water protection. Essentially,
implementation of the six minimum elements
has a direct correlation to the type of best
management practices and source water plan
implementation that we often stress. A goal of
both programs is cleaner water, and stormwater
can affect surface and groundwater, quality and
quantity of that water. As we see more county
and municipal officials collaborating under
the umbrella of “integrated water resources
WWW.PRWA.COM

planning”, stormwater is becoming an important
topic and one that is being tied into source water
protection more and more. If you are wondering
how it may pertain to you and your system, don’t
hesitate to contact us.
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DEWATERING

The BIG TICKET
at a Wastewater
Treatment
Plant
While technically electricity or power
generation is usually the highest cost at a wastewater
treatment plant, solids handling can be the second largest
cost. Usually you can do very little to impact electricity usage
but you can significantly impact how much you spend on
solids handling costs.
At Environmental Leverage, we have recently
seen an increase in customers asking for help them with
troubleshooting their system and providing products.
We have found many areas to optimize a system, cut
polymer costs, increase sludge cake solids and decrease TSS in the
supernatant back to the front of the plant.
Let’s look at some areas where solids handling can be impacted.
The first thing you need to look at is your clarifier and sludge digestion before you ever get to the
dewatering process. Why, because all the components in the wastewater plant have an impact on the
previous equipment as well as the successive equipment components. If you are running your clarifiers
or digesters at less than optimum conditions, you can seriously impact the quality of the sludge you are
dewatering.
What does your clarifier center well look like? There should not be dead solids and foam build-up
in the center well. This is the most critical component of the clarifier. This is usually where the activated
sludge first enters the clarifier. If there already is dead scum and foam in that area, it will impact the
quality of the sludge; cause more septicity and floating scum on the surface of the clarifier. It may also
cause the growth of filaments. Imagine trying to dewater nice compact floc vs. a sponge? Which will take
up more space, consume more polymers, dewater less and incur more in hauling costs?
This is a serious case of filamentous bulking, vs. a nice
compact floc structure already formed.
Ok, well that makes sense. Where else can we mess
things up without realizing it? Sludge holding tanks or digesters
are commonly areas that are overlooked.

12
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Dissolved oxygen and pH are the two areas that are
commonly overlooked in the digester or sludge holding tanks. The
bacteria are still alive. The only difference in the digester vs. the
aeration basin is that you are not feeding them anymore. You are
trying to digest the sludge so you have less volume of solids to get rid
of. They still follow the basic “Critical 5” requirements no matter where
the bacteria are as long as they are alive. Whether that is in the
aeration basin, the clarifier or the digester! Always keep that in mind.

Ok so we are going to dewater our nicely formed sludge.
What are the critical components of dewatering? The first obviously is the polymer. Polymer
selection, make-up, use of day tank, vs. Polyblend or DynaBlend, pH, temperature of make-up water,
potable vs. nonpotable, cationic vs. ionic. Yes, there are a ton of variables in just this component of
dewatering. Chemical costs can contribute a pretty high cost component of your solids handling budget.
First be sure to run jar testing. Also make sure that seasonal changes do not impact the chemical
program. Sometimes the sludge you carry in the winter is completely different than the biomass during
the summer.
Anytime you can use a day tank to premix
your polymer vs. straight polymer application
through a Dynablend or Poyblend, you probably
can save from 20-30% on usage of polymer. Most
emulsion polymers are designed to use a day
tank. The polymer is a long wound up chain. Use
of a day tank allows the polymer to unwind and
actually work better and still use less polymer.
More to come on that subject at a later date!
Make sure your tank is cleaned out
occasionally. Do not let mold, dirt or scum build
up in the tank.
If you use a Polyblend, Dynablend, or
other type of straight feeder with a small mix
chamber, watch the amount of dilution water you
use. The more dilution water you use, the wetter
your solids are and the more time or pressure
you need to remove that additional water.
One advantage to using a day tank also is
the amount of excess dilution water needed. We have seen ranges from 3 gpm to 14 gpm. Think about
how much excess water you are adding to your system, at 14 gpm, 60 minutes per hour, 6-8 hours per
day. It can add up to quite a bit of volume. Not to mention costs if you are paying for potable water. All
this excess water also makes it harder for the belt press to work. This is one area you can play with on
the press. Run timed studies to see how changing one variable at a time can impact how dry your cake
solids come out.
Some polymers actually work better with a lower
flow of dilution water.
How much polymer are you adding? It is easy
to overdose polymer. And overdosing does not always
make for drier cake solids! Too much polymer can blind
the belts and inhibit free drainage, cause floc particles
to stick to the belt and increase TSS also in the wash
water. Look at your floc size and how quickly it forms in
Continued on page 14
the first section of your belt press or mix chamber.

WWW.PRWA.COM
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DEWATERING - continued from page 13

Check to see if you have pooling on the belts, or solids carryover under the belts. Also check
to see how quickly the water drains off. Carefully stick your finger in the water (make sure there are no
moving parts and you chose a part that is safe) you can test to see if you are overdosing polymer. If the
water is slimy, you are probably overdosing polymer. You can also run a COD test on your belt press
wash water to see what you are returning back to the head of your treatment plant.

We have seen plants overdose so much polymer, that the COD in the water returned back to the
head of the plant had a higher COD than the influent BOD loading!
How do your belts look? Are they clean, or is there dirt and solids stuck to the belt? Either you
are overdosing polymer, your spray nozzles are clogged or you are not making dry enough cake solids
if you have black lines and streaks on your belt. Each of these is a different problem with different
solutions. Check all the variables. Some plants bleach their belts occasionally to clean out any bacteria
and fines that may be clogged in the fine membranes of the belt. Check with your manufacturer about
your specific belt, but usually this is often recommended as general maintenance.
Control Speeds.
There are many variables to change and adjust when optimizing
a belt press. Speed of the belt, flow of the waste stream, pressure zone,
dilution water, polymer addition, not only the amount, but the feed point. All of
these can help control how dry the cake solids are that come off the press.

Check these different variables. Many plants never bother to adjust these. Changes in the floc may
make minor adjustments to the press operations necessary.

14
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What does the
supernatant off the
belt press look like?
We have seen ranges
in TSS from 15 up to
1500.
If you are sending 80-100,000 gallons of sludge through the press a day, plus 14 gpm of dilution
water and belt press wash water, you are returning quite a bit of water back to the head of the plant.
If the TSS is quite high on this, then think of all the solids loading you are carrying around in a circle
through your plant.

How do the solids look on the free drainage section? Do they form nice clumps or are they runny?

Many belts presses have guides on the edge of the press, are yours worn so that floc can come
out under the rubber guide? This can add to TSS in the wash water. Lower the guides or adjust the
rubber flaps. Proper clean up after each use is a must if you want to get optimum usage out of the belt
press. Make sure the press is hosed down after every use.

Make sure the scraper blade on the belt press is at the right level. Too high and some of the cake
solids are not scraped off, too low and you can wear out the belt press quicker. Always check the belts,
rollers, guides, scrapers and any other moving parts on the press. A clean, well running press can make
all the difference in the amount of money you will spend on solids handling costs.
Obviously there are a ton of issues we could get into with solids handling and a multitude of
details. We will slowly, over the next few months try to cover some of these in our newsletters! If you
need immediate troubleshooting at your plant, call our office to set up an appointment.

WWW.PRWA.COM
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What’s On Tap?
by Chris Shutt
Membership Circuit Rider
clshutt@prwa.com

Hello again this time we are going to talk
about Collection system maintenance. What is
your maintenance schedule? Do you know where
your problem areas are that should be cleaned
to keep it from damaging someone’s property
(Blockages), or are you on that out of sight out
of mind schedule? Do you have known grease or
root problems? Do you have manholes that have
a lot of build up on the benches in the bottom of
the manhole? Do you have an over abundance
of clear water coming into the plant or out to the
neighboring plant that treats your wastewater.

These are all things you should be asking
yourself. Think about this while you’re at it. Your
treatment plant is only as good as your collection
system. If you spend some time and money out
there you can save even more at the plant. If you
can say “I take care of my system” then I’m not
talking to you. To you I say great job. It is those
that ignore what is going on outside the fence
that I need to remind “CMOM” you need to get it
done.
CMOM stands for “Capacity, Management,
Operations, and Maintenance”. It is a flexible,
dynamic framework for municipalities to
identify and incorporate accepted wastewater
industry practices to: better manage, operate, and
maintain collection systems, investigate capacity
constrained areas of the collection system, and
respond to sanitary sewer overflow (SSO) events.
The CMOM program was developed in an attempt
to establish a process and framework that would
allow collection system owners and operators to:
•
•

Understand the components that make up
the collection system and how the collection
system performs.
Identify goals and objectives for managing a
specific collection system.

OK, Enough for now we will see you
around the system, somewhere, sometime, take
care and “Remember Be Proud of What you do
and do it Well”.
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Lock the Gate!
by Nathan Merkel
Membership Circuit Rider
nmerkel@prwa.com

Greetings KTap readers, I hope this article
finds everyone in good spirits after a long winter.
As you all know I have switched positions within
PRWA so this is my first article as a Membership
Circuit rider. I was sitting here thinking of what
article I should write. I was thinking back over the
last few months of different places I have stopped
and visited when no one was around. That is where
the idea for this edition of Ktap article came to
mind. Each of these places that I have stopped all
had the same theme in common….
Now, usually, the places I stop there is
someone on the premises or in the office. I have
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had a few stops though, that have not had anyone to
be found. Now, typically I just chalk this up to bad
timing. I figure I just stopped in when the person
in charge or those working at the plant just stepped
out for five minutes to run to the post office, grab a
bite to eat, or head to the main office. I understand
and appreciate there cannot be someone stationed at
the plant every minute of the day, especially when it
is a one man show. It is what I see when no one is
around that puts a knot in my stomach.
When I get out of my car and head to the
plant office door, I take a look around to see if I
can see anyone outside or walking around. More
times than not when noone is around I notice that
garage doors are up along with the office door being
unlocked. I poke my head inside and see if anyone
is around then leave my card on the desk and head
back to the car.
With my new position I have been tasked to
teach the required security trainings that certified
operators have to take along with developing
Emergency Response Plans, Operation and
Maintenance Plans, and Vulnerability Assessments.
So, with all the security issues I have buzzing
around in my mind I get back into my car and sit
there for a moment and think to myself, I have
been at this location with no one around for 10
minutes and no one has returned yet. All the while
the garage door is open, the plant is unlocked, and
most importantly the front gate was unlocked and
opened. This can allow anyone or anything to gain
access to your facility and possibly steal material or
cripple it.
Typically, there is nothing you have to
worry about but it only takes a few minutes for
something to occur and once it occurs it is too late.
There will be a lot of questions you will have to
answer and explain why you did not take the few
1-800-653-PRWA
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seconds or minutes it takes to secure your facility
when you leave. I know this is not the first nor will
it be the last time you hear or read about securing
your facility.
Again, I understand that sometimes we have
to step out for what we think will be a 5 minute trip,
typically though, that 5 minute trip turns into a 15
minute trip. If you have to step out for 5 minutes
than please take the 30 seconds to at least jump
out of the truck and lock the front gate or lock the
plant’s doors up. At least have one line of security
so not just anyone can gain access to your plant. It
is imperative that anything vital to the operation or
security of your plant be locked or secured when
you are not around, EVEN if it is just for 5 minutes.
I just want to stress that the little bit of time it takes
to secure your facility can and will help deter or
inhibit a criminal act from occurring.
I hope to see you in a class of mine soon and
that everyone has a wonderful spring.

WWW.PRWA.COM
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NEWVILLE BOROUGH
WATER & SEWER AUTHORITY

Featured Wastewater System
The Newville Area Wastewater Treatment and Conveyance System

The Newville Borough Water & Sewer Authority (NBWSA) serves the Borough of Newville, and
sections of North Newton Township and West Pennsboro Township. The Authority has over 6.5 miles
of sewers in the Borough serving a population of 1326, according to the 2010 census. An additional 5.7
miles of gravity sewers and one pumping station serves those surrounding municipalities.
A service area expansion project undertaken in 2008 extended water and sewer service 3.5 miles
south of their previous service area to Key Logistics Park, a warehouse development located south of
Interstate 81. The project included the construction of two Gorman Rupp suction lift pumping stations, a
water booster station, 1500 feet of gravity sewer, over 16,500 feet of sewer force mains and over 18,000
feet of water main, as well as an expansion of the wastewater treatment facility. Although warehouse
facilities have large footprints, they typically do not generate a significant volume of wastewater.
The NBWSA expanded their existing 0.350 MGD extended aeration process facility by
constructing a 0.60 MGD ITT/ABJ Intermittent Cycle Extended Aeration System (ICEAS) continuous
fill SBR process facility. The new facility will allow the Authority to meet their future capacity needs and
positions them to meet the Department of Environmental Protection’s Chesapeake Bay Strategy nutrient
loading limits.
The original NBWSA wastewater treatment facility was designed as a contact stabilization
process and was placed into operation in 1976. The facility was later converted to a modified form of
the extended aeration process to improve the removal of ammonia nitrogen. The facility was originally
designed with high rate sand filtration; however these units were taken off line in 1998, with little
impact on the overall performance of BOD and Suspended Solids removal. Phosphorus removal was
accomplished with the addition of alum, with effluent results typically in the range of approx. 0.7 mg/l.
Two separate reed bed projects were constructed to assist in the handling of the waste activated
biosolids. The first project consisting of two reed beds was installed in 1995, by converting the existing
sludge drying beds.
The Authority and its consulting engineer determined that to meet anticipated effluent criteria
required by Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PA DEP), the existing wastewater
treatment facility would be converted for aerobic sludge digestion and storage and a new wastewater
treatment facility would be constructed to meet the future organic and hydraulic capacity needs of the
Authority and the Chesapeake Bay watershed nutrient loading limits proposed for existing wastewater
treatment discharges.
The new facility consists of two continuous fill, SBR tanks, preceded by an automatically
operated fine screen to remove inorganic solids, and a Trojan UV 3000 disinfection unit. The SBR tanks
receive raw influent continuously, while treated effluent is discharged to the UV unit for a maximum 60
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minute period out of a 4.8 hour treatment cycle. A baffle
wall, which isolates approximately 15% of the SBR tank
volume, and a rectangular tank configuration prevents
short-circuiting of the influent wastewater by directing the
influent flow to the base of the tank and spreading it across
the entire width of the basin. This pre-react volume, which
is aerated with the rest of the tank volume, also acts as
a high F:M selector to control the growth of filamentous
bacteria. As a safety feature of this process, there is no
floating equipment within the SBR basins. All equipment is
mounted to the tank walls and can be maintained without
entering the basin. The tanks’ fine bubble diffusers are grid
mounted to the basin floor, but unlike a true batch SBR
system, the ICEAS process can operate using a single basin without process modifications or effluent
degradation, allowing a basin to be drained for diffuser maintenance, if necessary.
To meet the Chesapeake Bay Strategy nutrient loading limits, the new facility is equipped with
mechanical mixers, in-tank dissolved oxygen sensors, and VFD-controlled blowers, so that aeration can
be controlled by the dissolved oxygen concentration in
the basins during the react period of the treatment cycle.
This prevents over-aeration during aeration periods of the
react cycle, allowing the dissolved oxygen to quickly crash
during anoxic periods in the cycle. Alternating periods of
oxic react and anoxic react generate nitrate and denitrify
the nitrate created, respectively. Nitrogen gas produced by
denitrification is stripped during a final aeration period prior
to settling.
The new facility was placed in to service on June 3,
2009. In the period from January, 2012 to September,
2012, the average analytical results of the new facility’s
effluent were as follows:

Parameter
CBOD
TSS
NH3-N
Phosphorus
Total Nitrogen

Average (mg/l)
2.4
3.2
0.32
0.66
2.7

In the twenty-one weeks before the new
facility was brought online the average NO2/
NO3 concentration was 23.5 mg/l. Analytical
results for NO2/NO3 in the fourteen week period
following the startup of the new facility yielded a
concentration of only 0.52 mg/l.
Conventional design methods suggest that to consistently meet total nitrogen concentrations
below 5 mg/l requires a physical filter and/or a denitrification filter with supplemental methanol feed. In
this scenario, methanol is needed to provide soluble BOD to drive the biologically mediated reaction
of denitrification, since the effluent from a flow thru or true batch SBR treatment process is devoid of
most soluble BOD. Yet the Newville facility includes neither a physical filter nor a denitrification filter.

Continued on page 24
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NEWVILLE - continued from page 23
We believe this greater denitrification efficiency
is due to the continuous fill feature of the ICEAS
SBR process. During the final anoxic periods
of the SBR’s react cycle, although the overall
CBOD concentration in the complete mix SBR
basin is low, a greater component of soluble
BOD, which is more readily available to the
microorganisms, is present in the CBOD due to
the continuous addition of raw wastewater. This
maintains the driving force for denitrification to
lower concentrations of total nitrogen than seen
in true batch SBRs and MLE-type processes.
We feel that this combined with the quiescent settling conditions of the CSBR result in the greater
than anticipated total nitrogen removal. We feel that possibly with the addition of a physical filter, such
as a drum or disc filter, we could reliably meet total nitrogen concentrations near 3 mg/l, considered
enhanced nutrient removal (ENR).
In addition to a superior effluent, the new facility has experienced operational savings in an
area expected to experience significant rate increases in the next few years. A 20-25% reduction in
electric costs was realized almost immediately after start-up due to the DO concentration control system
and the recovery of oxygen from the denitrification process. Another advantage of the process is its
operator friendliness. With no return or recycle pumping to adjust, the only typical adjustment required
is the waste sludge wasting rate, in order to maintain your target MLSS concentration. Joseph Lehman,
Newville’s Operator in Charge, is very pleased with the performance of the new SBR wastewater
treatment facility. He is also pleased with the ease of operation and maintenance.
Having the ability to treat total nitrogen below permit limits not only reduces energy costs by
taking advantage of demand-only aeration and denitrification oxygen release, it can also generate a new
revenue stream in the form of nutrient credit trading. Unused nutrient allocations can be sold to other
facilities that cannot meet their allocation.
The facility and its staff of Operations Manager, Joseph Lehman and Operator, Kevin Paige, were
awarded the Operations and Maintenance Excellence Award for wastewater treatment facilities under
2.0 MGD by the Pennsylvania Water Environment Association in 2011.
Overall costs for the wastewater treatment facility expansion are referenced in the table below.
Description
Construction
General Contract
Electrical Contract
Additional Equipment & Services
Engineering (Design & Construction)
Total

Cost
$2,701,073
$2,399,948
$272,417
$28,708
$232,929
$2,934,002

The General contract was completed by Hickes Associates, Inc. of Alexandria, PA and the
Electrical contract was completed by Robert P. Lepley of Lewistown, PA. Engineering costs for the
project included design, permitting, and construction monitoring of the new facility. Unit costs for the
design and construction of the new facility were approximately $4.88 per gallon of treatment capacity,
including modification of the existing treatment units for aerobic digestion. A PennWorks Grant funded a
majority of the project ($1,640,110), while the remaining funds were acquired through low interest loans
at local financial institutions.
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Bill Hill, PE, received his Bachelors of Science degree from The Pennsylvania State University,
Capital Campus and works as a Professional Engineer with Wm. F. Hill & Assoc., Inc.
Fred Heerbrandt, PE, received his Masters of Engineering degree from The Pennsylvania State
University, Capital Campus and works as an Environmental Engineer with Wm. F. Hill & Assoc., Inc.

PLANT PROFILE

NEWVILLE BOROUGH WATER & SEWER AUTHORITY, CUMBERLAND COUNTY
Municipal System, put in operation June 2009
Service population of 1125 EDU’s (equivalent dwelling units)
Design Flow:
Average Dry Weather Flow 		
Peak Dry Weather Flow 			
Peak Wet Weather Flow 			
BOD5 (20˚C)					
TSS						
Ammonia Nitrogen				
Total Phosphorous				
Effluent Requirements:
BOD5						
TSS						
Ammonia Nitrogen, Summer		
Winter Report:
Total Phosphorous				
Chesapeake Bay Loading:
Total Nitrogen					
Total Phosphorus				

0.600 mgd
0.900 mgd
1.300 mgd
250 mg / L
250 mg / L
40 mg / L
8 mg / L
25 mg / L (max)
30 mg / L (max)
18 mg / L
1 mg / L
7306 lbs / year (4 mg / l @0.60 MGD)
974 lbs / year (0.5 mg / l @ 0.60MGD)

Joseph H. Lehman, Certified Operator – Operations Manager
Personnel:				
					
Kevin Paige, Certified Operator
Consulting/Operation Engineer: William F. Hill & Assoc., Inc.
Design Engineer:			
William F. Hill & Assoc., Inc.
Contact Person:			
Bill Hill, bhill@wmfhillinc.com
					Fred Heerbrandt, fheerbrandt@wmfhillinc.com
					
(717) 334-9137 – Business phone, (717) 334-0714 – Fax
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Where in PA ?
This photo is of a unique landmark in Pennsylvania. If you know
where, submit your answer to be entered into a drawing to win a prize
from PRWA! Submit your response to PRWA at prwa@prwa.com or
fax to 814-353-9341. The winner to be announced in the next issue!

Clue

WWW.PRWA.COM
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Rural Water Thanks Senator Toomey
WASHINGTON, D.C., JANUARY 8, 2013 U.S. Senator Pat Toomey (R-Pa.) today heralded
a decision by the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) to permit water authorities to send
Consumer Confidence Reports electronically,
thereby eliminating an unnecessary government
paperwork mandate, saving local communities
across Pennsylvania millions of dollars .
The agency’s decision embraces a change
in regulation that Sen. Toomey proposed in The End
Unnecessary Mailers Act, which he introduced in
September 2011. The proposal received bipartisan
support in the Senate, garnering 58 votes during
the Senate’s consideration of the 2012 Farm Bill.
The EPA announced their decision last week.
Since 1996, the Environmental Protection
Agency has required water authorities to mail
annual non-emergency Consumer Confidence
Reports (CCRs) on water quality. These highlytechnical reports are quickly disregarded by most
households and are mailed at great expense
by water authorities each year. Under the EPA’s
proposed change, water systems can now fulfill
their reporting requirements by posting the
information online and directing customers to the
information via their bill. This proposed change
does not alter regulations for emergency water
contaminant notifications or the information
contained in CCRs.
“I’m pleased that the EPA has adopted the
framework from The End Unnecessary Mailers
Act. Their decision removes excessive paperwork
burdens from Pennsylvania’s local communities
and will save water authorities tens of thousands
of dollars a year,” said Sen. Toomey. “By allowing

water authorities to post their reports online
instead of paying for mailers few will read, these
utilities will be able to pass on the savings to
consumers or improve their services by investing in
infrastructure.”
Pennsylvania Rural Water thanked Senator
Toomey personally on February 13 for introducing
this money-saving legislation. Pictured above,
Penny McCoy, PRWA Executive Director, with
Senator Toomey. Pictured below left to right; Tom
Long, Bellefonte Borough WWTP; Penny McCoy;
Senator Toomey; George Crum, NRWA Director for
PA; Ralph Stewart, Bellefonte Borough Manager;
Joseph Falcone, PRWA Executive Director; and
Jeff Martin, PRWA Program Administration.
PRWA plans to expand their free webpage
service to help systems take advantage of this
regulation change. Stay tuned at PRWA.COM.
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Annual Plan Update
by Don Muir
Source Water Protection Specialist
dmuir@prwa.com

Do you have a DEP approved Source
Water Protection Plan? If so, have you held
your annual meeting to update the plan? The
SWP plan is a living document and needs to be
reviewed at least annually. If a new potential
source of contamination enters or leaves your
recharge area, this needs to be addressed in
the plan. If you upgrade your water system
by adding a new storage tank, or add a new
water source or if an upgrade at your treatment
plant increases your production capacity, this
can alter your SWP contingency planning and
management strategies.
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The risks to your sources may not
change and the water system may not change,
but local, township and county officials and
first responders do. Review and update your
steering committee list, get these people
together at least once a year, show them where
your sources are located, explain to them
where your recharge area is what the risks to
the sources are.
Once the plan is reviewed and updated
a form needs to be submitted to your DEP
regional office. The form is called the Annual
Wellhead Protection Program Update but
it’s also used for surface water sources.
It’s a rather straight-forward form asking if
you’ve added or abandoned any of your water
sources, are there any new Potential Sources
of Contamination or have any PSOC’s been
removed from your SWP area and what is the
status of your Management Implementation
Schedule.
Whether you have a Source Water
Protection or Wellhead Protection plan or not,
you need to review and update Contingency
and Emergency Response Plans annually.
Have you added any critical customers such
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as hospitals, nursing homes, schools, or large
industries to your service area that you would
want to contact immediately if there was a
problem of any type with the water supply?
Is your Contact List up to date? Can you get
bottled or bulk water from the same source
as last year? Is your bulk water supplier a
DEP approved bulk water supplier? Are
there any new chemicals in your water plant
from last year? Are you using DEP’s new
Emergency Response Plan Template, the 2009
version which requires written procedures for
additional specific emergencies as compared
to the old ERP template.
For small groundwater systems that
do not have a Source Water Protection plan,
PRWA has developed a “Source Evaluation
Checklist / questionnaire”. The questionnaire
which includes your Source Water Assessment
asks basic questions about your system,
about the area surrounding your sources and
if you are currently performing any activities
to protect your water sources. If you’re a
small groundwater system located in DEP’s
northwest region you may have received
the questionnaire in the mail. PRWA would
appreciate you completing it and returning it
to us.
If you would like the Source Evaluation
Checklist / Questionnaire contact PRWA. We
will mail you one or bring one to your system
to help you complete it. If one is mailed to your
system, we will then contact you to make an
appointment to visit with you and review the
questionnaire to determine what steps can be
taken to protect your water sources. Of course,
if you need assistance in updating your Source
Water Protection or Wellhead Protection plan,
give PRWA a call.

WWW.PRWA.COM

Source Water Protection
Resources Available at
PRWA.COM/SOURCEWATER
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Spring Projects
by Robin Montgomery
Source Water Protection Specialist
rmontgomery@prwa.com

Hi! It’s time to think Spring! Now
that the holidays are just a memory and most of
the snow is gone, it’s time to think about spring
projects. If you are undergoing a major upgrade
or renovation, it’s easy to forget about the smaller
but just as important projects.
There is the all-important spring cleaning.
This is a good time to clean up and clear out the
plant, shop, garage, office, trucks, equipment,
and don’t forget, your locker. Leave no area
untouched! Here are the rules to cleaning up
and clearing out the stuff that mysteriously
accumulates out of nowhere, filling up corners,
hiding behind doors, in the stairway, anywhere
you could possibly imagine, and by the invisible
employee who no one ever sees dropping things
everywhere:
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If you don’t need it; get rid of it.
If it’s broke; fix it.
If it needs replaced; replace it.
ALL IMPORTANT,
if you use it; put it back.
Good housekeeping is an ongoing task!
Now that you are on a roll, you’re doing
a good job so keep going. Next comes spring
maintenance, these are the jobs that winter wear
and tear can create. For those of us who are brave
enough to live in snow country, I’m sure we all
have a spring routine for checking everything
that has been buried in snow for months, that
you knew was there but just couldn’t find. Even
though it is spring, a visual inspection of the plant
may require a list of things to do as soon as it
gets warmer. This is also a good time to go over
inventory. Remember, inventory control is good
for the budget.
Scheduling pre-maintenance in all areas of
your facility is just good practice, which in turn,
could help avoid emergencies.
Depending when your fiscal year ends,
you could also be preparing your next fiscal year’s
budget. And with costs increasing, it is getting
more difficult to keep rates reasonable. Since
your facility is a business, making decisions that
will keep your infrastructure financially stable is
very important, yet sometimes very difficult. So
while you are working on the budget, it’s time to
pack up last year’s records and other important
papers to put in storage. Pack and mark all boxes
then shred or properly dispose of any unnecessary
paperwork.
1-800-653-PRWA
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With spring projects underway, don’t
overlook assessing your facility’s customer
satisfaction, and customer service policies.
This is why PRWA is now offering a class in
Customer Service and Customer Relations for
Small Systems. This class will help remind your
employees how to deal with customer complaints,
issues, and more. Remember, your employees are
representing your system so you want to make
sure they are prepared to deal with your customers
in any situation. Please feel free to call or
e-mail PRWA, or check out our website for more
information on the upcoming classes scheduled.
Last but not least, is your Source Water
Protection Plan. You do have one, don’t you? If
not, now is the time to get one started! Matt, Don,
and I will be more than happy to visit and provide
you with a plan that will meet your needs. There
are several options available, from the basic to the
DEP approved plans. It is in the best interest of
your system, and cost nothing but some time.

WWW.PRWA.COM

Everyone should be concerned about their
water sources, their recharge areas, and ways to
protect them. Think about it, what you would
do if you lost your only or main source of water?
With a Source Water Protection Plan, you would at
least know where your recharge area was, and the
possible contaminants within that area. We would
help you compile a list of emergency contacts if
needed, along with more vital information readily
accessible. Please don’t hesitate to call a PRWA
Source Water Specialist for more information to
learn what you can do to protect you water source.
And with spring here, PRWA’s Conference
is right around the corner: April 9-12, 2013. Hope
to see you at the Conference in State College.
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Une Pigging
By Zane Satterfield. P. E .. NESC Engtneertng Scientist

Sammaty
Line pigging Is an Internal pipe-cleaning process used to remove blofilms or other foreign matter
from the inside of water pipes. If performed correctly, line pigging will renew the now rates to
restricted piping systems and reduce pumping pressures. This Tech Brief discusses some of the
techniques and processes used In cleaning waterUnes In distributions systems.

Une Pigging
Line piggtng (or line swabbing. as it sometlntes
known). Is the process of cleaning distribution
lines by inserting a small device known as a
pig Into the lines and pushing it through
them. The term "pigging" originated In the gas
and oil industry, where metal discs connected
by a rod were moved through the oil pipeUnes
to remove buildup of paraffl.n wax on the
internal wall of the pipe. The action of metal
on metal made a squealing noise like a pig
and the name stuck. More and more. pigs are
being used to clean pipelines in all types of
Industry Including waterlines In municipal
distribution systems.

What Is a pig?
A pig Is the Object. USU·
ally bullet shaped. that ts
pushed by the water ln
the pipe In the direction
of normal now. The ptg
can be made of different
materials (foam. steel.
p lastic. polyurethane).
but generally is food·
grade silicon. which is
tough yet flexible and safe
to be in contact wilh
drinking water.
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Ptgs range In siZe from 2· to 48-tnches 1n
d iameter and can be made to order in varying
lengths. styles. and conflgurations for specillc
applications. Not only are pigs used for clean·
tng but also for inspecting the inside of
pipelines and determining interior dimensions.

Is pigging waterlines really necessaty?
States and municipalities typically do not
requtre regular plggtng or swabbing of dlstrl·
button lines in water systems. Some may only
require pigging after initial construction of a
new Une to remove any debris left In the Une
because flushing alone \viii not always clean
the dirt and debris out of the line.
A vanety of line p1gs.

One reason to ptg a waterll.ne Is that all dtstrl·
bu Uon lines lend to have a blofilm eoaung the
tnsfde of the pipe. The bacteria are dormant
untU certatn condJUons activate the bacteria,
causing problems. Regular nushtng will not
ellmtn.ate this b.ionJm. Regula.r pigging with
fiushlng will reduce or ellmJnate blo.films.

restricted with deposlls making U1e fire
hydrant less ell'ecUve If not useless for its
lntended job. If fire flow Is needed. the solution
In the past has been to replace the whole
waterline. which Is very costly and lime con·
surnlng. Pigging may restore adequate now for
fighting fires at a fraction of the tlnle and cost.

A second reason to pig a line Is Inadequate
water flow. More flow (volume) of water may be
needed to support development or a growtng
population In the water system or to provide
adequate water for fire fighting. In areas of
water systems where tncreased development
bas caused water demand to surpass the flow
output of an existing line. the system will usually need to replace lhe existing waterline wtth
a line that can support U1e demand needed. If
the existing flow Is restricted due to excessive
deposits. however. ptggtng may be the solution
lo the problem.

Finally, ptggtng waterlines may lessen complaints from water customers regardlng lli.e
very same deposlts that have or can restricted
flre now. These deposits are unwanted foreign
matter s uch as Iron oxide (red water). alum.
calcium carbonates. barium sulfide and sediment. Ptggtng. tn most cases. provides a solution. Cleaning these deposits can also reduce
pumping pressu,res tn areas of water systems
that have booster pump stations. Increased
purnplng pressures can result tn line leaks
and pipe (allures.

Thlrd. most states require a minimum of a 6·
inch diameter waterline when connecting a fire
hydrant to provide adequate now. After years
of service, the Inside of the pipe can become

Procedure
The procedure starts by determining lf the
waterline can be pigged. Not every water line Is
a candidate for line ptggtng. Is the water line
so corroded that ptggtng can ca.u se failure?
Continued on page 38
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Continued from page 37

l
!
l

Docs the waterline have reducers (I .e.. the line ~ lf the waterline Is In service. you must nollfy
getting smaller) U1at can cause the pig to get
! your customers about the \vater Interruption
stuck? Does Ute llne have Increased pipe
~ and possible dirty water after bringing the line
diameter siZes where the water pressure would ~ back In service. lf tbe water Une has a lot of
! unwanted deposits. It may be wtse to pull aU
be Insufficient to move the pig?
!
water meters just before the pigging process
One of Ute main things to look at Is the condi!
starts and flush at the connection at the end of
tion of Ute Interior of Ule pipe. If Ule pH of Ule
the process before you replace the meters.
water lS low, Ule Interior of the line could be so
Foretgn matter could stop-up Ute meter or cause
corroded Ulat pigging could result In faUure. If
tbe meter to malfunction. The debriS could also
In doubt about Ule condition of Ule line. refer to ' get Into tbe customers' plumbing and cause
past Une repairs or talk to operators who have
worked on any repairs of Ule particular line.
1,:':,_

::~~:~::::::7:::::,:g

Much of this Information can be obtained from
as-bullt drawtngs or operators who have flxed
(tuberculation) due to Iron oxide (red water).
leaks or Installed the original water line. The
alum. calcium carbonates. barlwn sulfide. or
line will have to be dug up to launch the pig.
! sediment. a progressive or stepped approach
At that time. a visual Inspection should be
! must be taken to avoid getting a ptg stuck or
done to determine lf pigging Is possible.
!
losing a pig. ThlS approach IS simply using a
Another option IS to use a low density foam
! smaller diameter pig at first and working your
ptg tn any unknown line and examine the
! way up Incrementally to the Inside diameter of
foam pig for wear patterns. tears, or gouges.
the pipe. The stepped technique \vlll mhlhn!Ze
This may even help determine If Ule line can
' the risk of tbe pig getting stuck or large
be successfully cleaned with a pig.
antounts of debris plugging the llne by cleanIng a little bll at a Ume.
Before the ptggtng begins. It's useful to have
!
l
Information about the line:
!
Articles about locating distribution lines and
,,.
l
1. Locate and mark a ll valves and meters.
valve exercising programs are available on
i
l
2. Approximate all elbows and fittings In
the
National Environmental Services Center
!
.,.,~ Web site at www.nesc.wvu.edulndwc.
Ule line (again. refer to Ule as-built draw- l!
Ing lf available).
''
3. Know Ule pressure and flows In the lines. l~ Smart Pigs
This 'vlll also help determine If any flow ! There are many different types and siZes of
l
Increase and possibly pressure decrease ~ pigs. For waterline use. some nonstandard
! pigs Include:
was achieved by Ule pigging.
!
l
The more you know before you start. the
Gauging pigs are mainly used after con~
fewer surprises you'll encounter once you
structing tbe pipeline or before pigging
'
start pigging.
an old line to determine lf Ulere are any
obstructions In the pipeline.
Once Ule llne has been Inspected and
Profile pigs are gauging pigs with multiappears suitable. tbe actual plggl.n g begins. A
ple gauging plates used to help map the
ptg Is Inserted Into the llne to be cleaned by
inside condition of Ute pipe walls.
means of a launcher. This Is simply an oversiZed barrel \vlth a reducer mallng to the
Magnetic cleaning ptgs are used to pick
existing line. Thts allows for easy Insertion or
up ferrous debris left In Ute pipeline.
the ptg. because the pig's outer dl8llleter Is
Transmitter ptgs or detector ptgs are
larger tban tbe pipe's Internal dl8llleter to
used to map out the location of pipeline
maintain a good seal. Once In the launcher.
or help locate a stuck pig.
clean water Is Introduced to send the pig on
Spheres arc round for ease In negotiating
Its way. This Is usually the same water that
short radius 90-degree elbows. lrregutar
Is In the line from a nearby flushing hydrant
turns. bends. and sweeps.
or fire hydrant. or a tanker truck. The pig's
patlt Is determined by direction of now and
! Dealing with a Stude or Lost Pig
by tsolattng the line to be cleaned by closing
If a pipeline has not been pigged on a routine
valves to laterals, If present.
basis or has never been pigged. a ptg can get
! stuck. If a pig becomes stuck. tbe first priOrity
l
'
:,,_1:,

I
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I
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IS to find and retrieve lt. but you must Identify

the cause. Usually one of two conditions exists
when a pig Is stuck: fluid bypassing around
the pig (not pushing the pig) or a blockage of
U1e flow.
In water distribution systems that have loops
and multiple tee connections a pig can find Its
way out of the work area and get lost. It ts
Important to locate all valves and close orr the
lines that are not being pigged and know the
direction of water flow.
If you lose a pig. a smart pig such as a detector pig or transmitter ptg can be launched to
help find the lost ptg. A transmitter can also
be Installed tn the cleantng pig so that a
second pig does not have to be launched to
help locate It If It should get lost or stuck.
Sometimes a pig gets stuck because of a
broken or shut gate valve.
Procedures for dealing with a stuck pig or fluid
gotng arou.n d the ptg:
I . Increase the ltne pressure and Oow rate.
but do not exceed the safe limits of the
pipeline allowing for age and/or condl·
lion of the llne. The Oow rate and pres·
sure can be Increased with a pumper
and tanker Ore truck.
2. Release pressure from the line and drain
the line back toward U1e la uncher.
Releasing pressure allows the ptg to relax
to Its normal shape and may even cause
the pig to back up tn U1e line. Afler pressure has dissipated completely for sev·
era! minutes. re-pressurize the llne tn an
attempted to drive the pig through the
restriction. This may be repeated two or
three times.
3. For a bypass situation. run a sofl swab
In belllnd the stuck pig to try and create

a positive seal. stopptng the bypass.
Repeal step one above.
4 . Back the pig up by applytng pressure from
the oppoSite end of the waterline ustng a
pump or possibly a pumper Rre truck.
5. If a foam pig Is used and gets stuck a
super -chlorinate miXture (3.000 to 5,000
ppm) In a slug form can be used to dis·
solve the pig. The llne must be flushed
ru1d tested to be sure the chlorine resld·
ual Is allowable Umlts afte.r the super
chlorination.
Water gystems are advtsed not to undertake
llne pigging on thetr own. Shop around and
find a reputable company with experience tn
line plggtng with water lines. Start wllh an
area of the water system that the line location.
stze. type. and condition are all known ru1d the
lines can be dug up easily If needed.
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Filamentous Bacteria
by Kurt McFadden
Wastewater Training Technician
kmcfadden@prwa.com

Hello everyone, I hope you all are
doing well and working hard at protecting our
commonwealths water resources. As I traveled
the state this past summer assisting wastewater
systems I made an observation that the control of
Filamentous Bacteria in the Wastewater process has
a broad scope of opinions.
Filaments thrive in a broad range of
environments and cause many operational
difficulties. Controlling filaments usually requires
a Chlorination application over a 15 to 25 day
period. The textbook dosage for filamentous control
is 6 pounds of Chlorine for every 1000 pounds of
Mixed Liquor Suspended Solids under aeration.
This dosage is calculated using the pounds formula.
Results are monitored daily using the 30 minute
settalability test and microscopic exam to observe
filament damage.
One of the errors I have observed with
chlorine applications is under dosing. The 6
pounds per 1000 pounds dosage is for 100 percent
chlorine. Many folks calculate the dosage and add
Sodium Hypochlorite which is only 65 percent free
chlorine. Some prefer to use bleach, which under
best case scenario is only about 12 percent chlorine.
If adjustments are not made in the calculation for
less than 100 percent chlorine the application is
under dosed resulting in poor filamentous kill rates.

Nocardia is a filamentous bacteria that
causes the dark brown leathery foam in the activated
sludge process. Nocardia only lives in the foam and
can be very hard to control. An effective method
to kill Nocardia is to apply Sodium Hypochlorite
(HTH) in a powder form directly to the foam. A
noticeable decrease in the foam should be observed
within 14 days; HTH is also used as swimming pool
shock and can be purchased at any pool supplier in
one pound bags.
An other source of Filamentous infestations
I have observed is reseeding the plant when the
aerobic digester is decanted. Many times when an
operator decants a digester the decant water has
Filamentous bacteria in it. The decant water goes
to the head of the plant thus reseeding the plant.
If possible the decant water should be chlorinated
before discharging to the plant. I have seen many
small plants simply place an onion bag with 3 to
5 chlorine tablets in the decant waste stream. This
method seems to work very effectively.
Point of application is also critical to insure
proper expose and mixing of the chlorine. In an
extended air process the chlorine is normally
added to the returns. In a sequential batch reactor
the chlorine is applied directly to the surface of
the sludge. For optimal performance the chlorine
should be applied 2 to 3 times a day.
I hope that some of these observations help
you make your chlorination program more effective
and efficient. I welcome all questions and comments
to kmcfadden@prwa.com.
Until Next Time Best Regards,
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Wastewater Treatment
Plant Upgrades
by Mark Gregory
Wastewater Training Technician
mgregory@prwa.com

I visited many wastewater plants in
2012 who were either putting in completely
new plants or upgrading their present facilities.
Many, many millions of dollars are being
spent to ensure that the treatment of wastes is
improved to meet new discharge requirements.
I encourage the wastewater operators
to be as involved with the upgrade process
as they can. Do not stay in the background;
attend meetings, ask questions, take pictures!!
This will be your place of work so you need
to make sure that you are familiar with the
process and that it meets all requirements both
regulatory and operational.
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There are many different people
involved with a new plant or upgrade. There
are the people in charge, the financial people,
the engineering firm, the contractors, the
regulators, the operators, and the customers.
Keeping good communications between
these various groups is very important and
can sometimes not reach all the appropriate
people. All the different groups should make
every effort to communicate with each other in
a timely manner.
Utilize all available resources from these
different groups, pick their knowledgeable
brains, ask them to explain or show you
something when you don’t understand. Talk
to or visit other facilities that are similar or
have the same process or equipment to get a
better understanding of how they function.
Make sure there is a plan and a time-line for
completion of different aspects of the project.
If there is equipment or a process that is
new to you, make sure that you are trained in
the proper operation of it from the vendor or
organization that manufactures or is installing
it. Also ensure there is a thorough manual and/
or diagrams which can be utilized for more
detailed training.
Remember that when the upgrade is
finished, you will need to make it work. With
this in mind, make sure that you have the
ability to hold the different groups accountable
to ensure that the upgrade is a success.

1-800-653-PRWA
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Some good information is available
from DEP’s training Modules: at
http://www.depweb.state.pa.us/portal/server.
pt/community/education___training/10530/
training_modules/1188225#dw
• Module 4: Dealing with Consultants,
Technical Assistance Providers,
Regulators, and Funding Agencies
• Module 7: Budget and Capital
Improvements Overview - Explains
the importance of a budget and capital
improvement plan, and how to calculate
the key elements of each
• Module 8: Rate Design Overview for
Small Water Systems - Discusses the
different rate setting methods, advantages
and disadvantages of each, and how to

WWW.PRWA.COM

build support for increased user fees
• Module 9: Bidding, Purchasing &
Leasing - Explains how to determine
the best purchasing practices for a given
situation and how to perform proper
bidding procedures
• Module 10: Project Management
Overview for Small Water Systems Describes the common task associated
with a water system project and how to
manage them effectively
Remember, We All Live Downstream,
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BLUE BALL WATER AUTHORITY
Featured Water System

BLUE BALL WATER AUTHORITY
The town of Blue Ball is located in East Earl Township approximately 2 miles east of the
Borough of New Holland. Previously, the town was called Earl Town but locals referred to it as
Blue Ball because of the blue ball that was hung at the front of the Blue Ball Hotel, which until
1997, was located at the intersection of PA Route 23 and 322. The name was officially changed
to Blue Ball in 1833.
The water system was developed by the Newswanger family for their business use over
100 years ago. The Blue Ball Water Works was owned by Mr. & Mrs. Jacob S. Newswanger
until 1969 when the Blue Ball Water Authority (hereinafter “Authority”) was formed and
the Authority purchased the water system making it a publicly owned water service. The
Newswanger’s grandson, Aaron J.
Newswanger served on the Authority
board from 1991 to 2011.
The Authority system
supplies water to approximately 500
customers. The customer base is
primarily residential users with a few
neighborhood commercial users and
one light industrial park. A ground
level storage tank and an elevated
storage tank provide storage, but more
importantly provide for emergency fire
supply demand as well as helping the
system maintain consistent pressure to
its customers. The average daily water
use is 97,000 gallons per day, based on
the daily use reports for 2011.
Most recently, the Authority finalized their Source Water Protection Plan which began in the
1990’s when the Authority, Western Heights Water Authority, Terre Hill Borough and New
Holland Borough began working together to develop a regional source water protection
plan. Over the last few years, the municipalities have worked closely together on the source
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water protection plan. The Authority has
participated in joint public information and
awareness meetings including displays
and hands-on exhibits at local events
to make the communities aware of how
valuable their clean water resource is
and how it can be protected through the
source water protection plan. The Authority
has participated in the distribution of
informational flyers and booklets and has
provided water awareness placemats to
local restaurants to educate the public on
the importance of the regional source water
protection plan. The Authority has been
fortunate to have high quality water that has
not required treatment beyond disinfection
and the continued focus on the source
water protection plan will hopefully allow
this practice to continue. In September
2012, the Authority was presented
with a Certificate of Approval from the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection for its Wellhead Protection
Program and Source Water Protection Plan.
This plan will allow the Authority to manage
and protect their well head protection zones.
		
The Authority’s current focus is on updating its aging system and infrastructure.
The system is currently supplied by three (3) wells which pump to a ground level storage tank
after disinfection for pre-pressurization storage. From the ground level storage tank, booster
pumps pressurize the system and fill the 300,000 gallon elevated water tower. The entire
system floats on the level of the elevated water tower and the booster pumps are cycled based
on the elevated water tower level. The Authority has undertaken an upgrade project to replace
all three (3) well pumps with higher head and more efficient pumps that will pump directly into
the system and the elevated
water tower, eliminating the
need for the aging booster
pumps and simplifying the
overall system operations.
After completing the pump
replacement project, the
Authority will begin to focus
on replacing some of the
decades old water mains and
the continued exploration of
a new and additional well to
keep up on with the area’s
growing demand for water.
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POWERFUL TECHNOLOGY
The PenmyiiiOnlo Rural Water Assoclotlon has jOined forces Willi Swlt!Reoch Networks, Inc. to brtng our m~ a
powerful. new Public Noffflcatlon System. Through !Ills cutting-edge technology, PffWA membero con now quickly
communlcote wtth their cus1omoo via telephone. e-moi or any communlcotions device urgent events from "eatl
Water• odviSO<Ies to routine contact such as collection oolls.

COST EFFECTIVE SOLUTION
Regardless of the siZe of your community, we provide the mos1 cost effective public noHJJootlon solution oslt
relates to oopilol expenditure, maintenance and usage,

POWERFUL FEATURES
• HIGH-SPEED NOTIFICATIONS
Vic Telephone. Emoll, Text ond Pager
• HIGH CAPACITY INBOUND HOTUNE

-

SW117'911"' NETWORK MAP
MUL11PL£ REDUNDANT SERVERS

• REAL-TIME REPORTING
• ROBUST VOICE MESSAGE OPTIONS
• ACCESSIBLE BY PHONE. PDA AND INTERNET
• CUSTOMIZABLE CALLER ID
• FULL GIS MAPPING SOLUTION
• WEB PAGE FOR CONTACT INFORMATION UPDATES

BENEFITS
RELIABLE:

Foor redundOntiOC<Jllons on seporok> powor grids
OCCO$$ multiple nefwolts

PRICE:

LOWest eo<~oorullon wllh Simple pricing piOns

SUPPORT:

Customer supponts provided 24f7/365 ooys o year

SAVE TIME: You wilt NEVER hove to peffamuystem molntenonce
Of soltwote upgrades · ol new tea~es and options
ewe available to OUf e.Wting cltenb ou1ornollcoUy

eo. rrutonl foikwef architecture and lour redur.donl aoeotlons on
separate powet grk:ls ocrOS$ multiple carrier networu ensure accurate
and timely eomplellon 01 your oompOtgns.

1·800·653-PRWfl
814.353.9302 www.prwo.com
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Collaboration Toolkit:
Protecting Drinking Water Sources
through Agricultural Conservation Practices

Are you interested in getting more agricultural conservation practices on the ground to help
protect sources of drinking water? If you’re working at the state level, a natural ally is the Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) State Conservationist’s office (part of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture).
This toolkit, developed as a result of extensive collaboration between members of the
Source Water Collaborative and the NRCS, offers a step-by-step approach. The resources inside
are useful for anyone working in source water protection: from those who already know their
State Conservationist, but may be looking for new ideas, to those aiming to build a successful
relationship. Each insightful tip is based on advice we received from NRCS and from state and
regional source water coordinators who recently fostered effective partnerships.
Easy-to-Follow Steps
The toolkit includes simple steps for identifying common ground, opportunities, and key
contacts and ideas for working with USDA at the state level.
•
Check out the Current Opportunities in the box to your right to put the toolkit to use in your
state.
•
Step 1 gives a quick overview of key USDA conservation programs that help protect and
improve sources of drinking water. Learn the vocabulary NRCS staff use so you’re sure to
speak their language.
•
Step 2 gives tips to help you define what your source water program can offer and includes
an infographic that explains the State Conservationist’s role and what can be accomplished
through collaboration.
•
Step 3 links to talking points, draft agenda for first meeting, and key USDA documents to help
you take the first steps to action.
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•
•

Step 4 lists useful conservation and source water protection resources.
Step 5 links to key partners who can bring data, technical capabilities, useful state and local
perspectives, and links to other key stakeholders.
•
Learn from your colleagues.
Want to collaborate with local conservation districts to get agricultural conservation practices
in place to protect drinking water sources? The Source Water Collaborative is also working to
develop a local supplement to this toolkit through our partnership with the National Association of
Conservation Districts. By early 2013 this toolkit will include a step-by-step process for collaborating
with conservation districts.
The above information was taken from the National Sourcewater Collaborative’s website:
http://www.sourcewatercollaborative.org/swp-usda/
Additionally on the website is a link to “Success Stories”,
which among others highlights the work that is occurring in the
Maiden Creek Watershed here in Pennsylvania. This area is
located primarily in Berks County, which is heavy in agriculture
and similarly heavy in restoration and preservation activities.
This web resource is just one place to gain information
about the effort being taken to tie together agricultural best
management practices and source water protection. It is not
the end all – be all of successes and how-to for water systems,
but it is a very good place to start if you are looking for ideas.

WWW.PRWA.COM
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We Fooled ya!
The Winter
KTap Where
in PA? winner
is PRWA since
no one guessed
Pulpit Rocks
in Huntingdon
County, a
National Historic
Landmark. Read
more about
the landmark
here http://
en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Pulpit_Rocks.

WWW.PRWA.COM
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Lead and Copper Rule (LCR)
by Glenn Cowles
Water Circuit Rider
gcowles@prwa.com
Most water systems will be monitoring for
lead and copper this upcoming year. Systems sampling
annually or less frequently shall conduct the lead and
copper tap sampling between June 1 and September 30.
The Pa Department of Environmental Protection (PA
DEP) may approve, in writing, a different period for
conducting lead and copper tap monitoring sampling
for systems on annual or less frequent monitoring. The
period may be no longer than 4 consecutive months
and shall represent a time of normal operation when
the highest levels of lead are most likely to occur. (PA
State Code § 109.1103.)
I have found recently that the local DEP
sanitarians are requesting to see your lead and copper
site location plan. This includes 4 elements- materials
evaluation of the distribution system, lead & copper
tap sample site location listing, water quality parameter
sample site location listing, and certification that proper
sampling procedures are used. The lead and copper
sample site location plan template and instructions can
be downloaded from the PA DEP Website at: http://
www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/
new_regulations/10547/lead_and_copper_rule/975048
Following are the suggested tap sample
collection procedures found on the lead and copper
sample site location plan
SUGGESTED DIRECTIONS
TAP SAMPLE COLLECTION PROCEDURES
These samples are being collected to determine
the lead and copper levels in your tap water. This
sampling effort is required by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection, and is being accomplished
through the cooperation of homeowners and residents.
A sample is to be collected after water has
been sitting in the pipes for an extended period of time
(i.e., no water use during this period). The collection
procedure is described in more detail below:
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Prior arrangements will be made with the
customer to coordinate the sample collection event.
Dates will be set for sample kit delivery and pick-up
by water department staff.
A minimum six (6) hour period during
which there is no water use throughout the house
must be achieved prior to sampling. The water
department recommends that either early mornings or
evenings upon returning home are the best sampling
times to ensure that the necessary stagnant water
conditions exist.
A kitchen or bathroom cold-water faucet is
to be used for sampling. Do not remove the aerator
prior to sampling. Place the sample bottle (open)
below the faucet and gently open the cold water tap.
Fill the sample bottle to the line marked “1,000- m/L”
and turn off the water.
Tightly cap the sample bottle and place it in
the sample kit provided. Please review the sample
kit label at this time to ensure that all information
contained on the label is correct.
If any plumbing repairs or replacements have
been done in the home since the previous sampling
event, note this information on the label as provided.
Also if your sample was collected from a tap with a
water softener, note this as well.
Place the sample kit outside of the residence
in the location of the kit’s delivery so that department
staff may pick up the sample kit.
Results from this monitoring effort will be
provided to participating customers when reports are
generated for the State unless excessive lead and/or
copper levels are found. In those cases, immediate
notification will be provided (usually within ten (10)
working days from the time of sample collection).
In my travels throughout the state I have found
most systems are not aware of the consumer tap notice
of their lead monitoring results to people served at
sites that are sampled.
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Chapter §109.1104(b) of the PA State
Code requires community water systems to deliver
a consumer tap notice of lead tap water monitoring
results to persons served by the water at sites that
are sampled. Additionally, the water supplier shall
submit to DEP within three months of the end of the
monitoring period in which lead tap monitoring was
conducted a sample copy of the consumer notice of
lead tap monitoring results along with a certification
form that the notices were distributed by mail or by
another method approved by DEP.
The consumer notice must include:
• Results of lead tap water monitoring for the tap
that was sampled.
• Lead health effects language.
• List of steps consumers can take to reduce
exposure to lead in drinking water.
• Water system contact information.
• Action Level and Maximum Contaminant Level
Goal definitions.
Under 109.1104(b) (2), a water supplier shall
provide the consumer notice within 30 days after the
supplier learns of the tap monitoring results.

WWW.PRWA.COM

Under 109.1104(b) (3), the consumer tap
notice shall be delivered to persons served at the tap
that was sampled either by mail or by another method
approved by DEP. The system shall provide notice
to all persons served by the tap that was sampled,
including consumers who do not receive water bills.
Under 109.1107(a) (5), the water supplier
shall submit to DEP within 3 months of the end of the
monitoring period in which lead tap monitoring was
conducted a sample copy of the consumer notice of
lead tap monitoring results along with a certification
form (3800-FM-WSFR0205) that the notices were
distributed by mail or by another method approved by
DEP.
All the necessary templates to complete your
consumer tap notices and certification forms can be
found at: http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.
pt/community/new_regulations/10547/lead_and_
copper_rule/975048
Give me a call or drop me an e-mail at
gcowles@prwa.com, if you need any assistance
finding these documents.
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This is a Good Time...
by Bud Bullock
PRWA Financial Services
bbullock@prwa.com

This is a good time...
to be a PRWA Member
Your membership in PRWA just grew
in value! As many of you may already know,
PRWA Financial Services Group has just
announced Bond Financing as its newest and
most exciting financial product. We began
looking into Bond financing way back in
2006. But until recently we were unable to
find a partner that met all of our criteria. Those
criteria included:

1. The process in obtaining a Bond has
to be relatively simple.
We wanted to make getting this type of
financing as easy as we could for our members.
In essence, we wanted to take the mystery out
of Bond Financing! From the application
side to the legal side to the settlement side, we
simplified the process.
2. There would be no-excessive fees
Bonds by their very nature can cost
a small fortune. We worked hard to find a
partner that will minimize the fees associated
with this type of financing, and make the rates
and terms very competitive. We will work on
volume, not excessive individual fees!
3. There had to be economies of scale
by “pooling” bonds
PRWA member’s will benefit with lower
costs by having our partner “pool” many
bond issuances into one large bond pool. By
doing this, we can lower fees and other costs
that make this type of financing prohibitive to
some of our smaller systems.
This is definitely a good time to be
a PRWA member. So if you are planning a
capital project, or looking for ways to reduce
your current debt service, we can help you,
we’ll work for you! Please call Bill Kramer or
Bud Bullock at 866-328-PRWA(7792).

Bud
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CALL 866-328-7792
Billing

Affordable billing programs built with results in mind

Bonds

NEW BOND FINANCING PROGRAM FOR SYSTEMS

Collections

Improving your system’s cash flow

eNetpay

Accept credit cards and e-checks for utility payments

Health Insurance Cooperative
Health cooperative program with unused premium rebates

Leases

Acquire new equipment without acquiring new debt!

Loans

Loans from experts dedicated to the water & wastewater industry

Joseph
Falcone

Bud
Bullock

Tony
Worley

PRWA.COM/FINANCIALSERVICES
WWW.PRWA.COM
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PRWA Associate Members
A & H Equipment
A.C. Schultes
Abel Recon
Accent Control Systems
Advance Instruments Inc
Allegheny Field Services
American Avk Company
American Flow Control
Anderson Technical Services
AP Certified Testing Utility Products &
Services
Aqua Chemical Supply, Inc.
Aquatech
ARCADIS
Ashbrook Simon-Hartley, LLC
Badger Meter Inc
Baker Manufacturing Co./Monitor
Division
Baker, Michael, Jr. Inc.
Bankson Engineers Inc
BCM Engineers
Benchmark Analytics, Inc
Benchmark Analytics, Inc.
Benesch, Alfred & Company
Bermad Control Valves
Bissnuss, Inc
Book & Proch Well Drilling
Borton-Lawson
Browns Hill Sand & Glass Block
Buchart-Horn Inc.
Business Management Systems, Inc.
C W Sales Corp.
Caldwell Tanks Inc
Calkins Technical Products, Inc
Carboline Company
CB&I, Inc.
Century Engineering, Inc
CET-GHD
Charter Plastics Inc
CME Management LLC
CNI Guard, Inc.
Commercial Fire Hydrant Service
Conrady Consultants
Control Systems 21
Coyne Chemical Env’t Svcs
CWM Environmental
D & B Environmental Services
Daman Superior, LLC
DAS Group
David D. Klepadlo & Assoc., Inc
Dixon Engineering, Inc.
DN Tanks
Drnach Environmental, Inc
Dutchland, Inc
DynaTech
E H Wachs
E. J. Breneman, L.P.
EADS Group, The
EAP Industries, Inc.
Earth Science Laboratories
East Jordan Iron Works
Eastcom Associates, Inc.
EGLS / Learco
Eichelbergers, Inc.
Enquip Company, Inc
Entech Engineering, Inc.
Envirep/TLC
Environmental Service Labs Inc
ES2, Inc.
Exeter Supply Co
F&E CheckPros
Fairway Laboratories, Inc
Fayette Engineering Co., Inc.
Fehr & Howard Sales
Ferguson Waterworks, Inc
Firststates Financial Services
Flo Trend Systems
Flow Media Inc
Ford Meter Box Company, Inc.
Fox, W.D. Tapping and Welding, Inc
Foxcroft Equipment & Service Co, Inc
Franklin Electric - Little Giant
GAI Consultants Inc
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
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Geiger Pump & Equipment Group
GeoServices, Ltd.
Geosource Engineers
Gibson Thomas Engineering
Gilmore & Associates, Inc.
Glace Associates Inc
Gmerek Government Relations, Inc.
Godwin Pumps
Graphic Revolutions, LLC
Griffin Pipe Products Co.
Groundwater Resources, LLC
Groundwater Sciences Corp.
Gwin, Dobson and Foreman, Inc.
H2O Resources, Inc.
Hach Company
Hanover Engineering Assoc Inc
Hasco Sales, Inc.
Hawke, McKeon & Sniscak LLP
Hazen and Sawyer, PC
HD Supply Waterworks
Herbert, Rowland & Grubic, Inc.
Hill, William F. & Associates, Inc.
Hunt Engineers, Architects, & Land Surveyors,
PC
Hydro Instruments
I.K. Stoltzfus Service Corp.
Industrial Pump & Motor Repair, Inc.
Insight Pipe Contracting, L.P.
Interstate Waste Services of PA, LLC
Itron, Inc
Johnson Controls Inc.
Kappe Associates, Inc
Keller Engineers, Inc.
Kershner Environmental Technologies LLC
Keystone Engineering Group
Keystone Pump & Power, LLC
KLH Engineers, Inc.
KPI Technology
KTM Associates
KV & M&H Valve Co
L.R. Kimball
Larson Design Group, Inc.
Layne Christensen Company
LB Water
Lee Supply Co, Inc
Liberty Pumps
Linemen’s Supply, Inc
Link Computer Corporation
LRM, Inc.
M&T Bank
Magyar & Associates
Mahaffey Laboratory
Main Pool & Chemical Inc.
Markey Utility Operations, Inc.
Maryland Biochemical, Inc
Master Meter, Inc.
McDonald, A.Y. Mfg. Co., Inc.
MDG Equipment Co., Inc.
Metron Farnier
Microbac Laboratories, Inc.
Mid Atlantic Pump And Equipment Company
Mid Atlantic Storage Syst, Inc.
Mid-Atlantic Waste Systems
Miller & Sons, Inc.
Miller Environmental
Milnes Engineering, Inc
Modern Pump & Equipment Inc
Moody & Assoc Inc
Morris Industries
Morris Knowles & Associates, Inc.
Morrow, Charles & Associates
Mountain Research, LLC
Mr. Rehab, Inc.
Mueller Co.
Mueller Systems
N H Yates & Co Inc
National Road Utility Supply, Inc.
Navarro & Wright Consulting Engineers
Negley’s Well Drilling
Neptune Chemical Pump Company
Neptune Technology Group - West & Central, PA
Neptune Techology Group - East
Nichols & Slagle Engineering, Inc.
NIRA Consulting Engineers, Inc.

Nittany Engineering & Associates, LLC
North End Electric Service
Orenco Systems, Inc
PA One Call System, Inc
Parker Brothers Well Drilling, Inc.
Pax Water Technologies
PDIR, Inc.
Penn PRIME
Pipe Tools, Inc.
Pipe-Eye Sewer Services, Inc
Pittsburg Tank & Tower Maintenance Co.
Place, John P. Inc.
Pleasants Construction
Pollardwater.com
Preload, Inc.
Premier Safety & Service, Inc.
Premier Tech Aqua
Pro Tapping, Inc
Process/Kana Inc
PSC Info Group
Pyrz Water Supply Co., Inc.
Quad3 Group, Inc
RAK Computer Associates
RAM Industrial Services
Reed Manufacturing Co
Reider, M. J. Assoc, Inc.
Rhea Engineers & Consultants, Inc
Richard K Stryker
Rio Supply, Inc. of PA
Riordan Materials Corporation
Robinson Pipe Cleaning Co.
Rockacy and Associates, Inc
Romac Industries
Roome Environmental
Rummel, Klepper & Kahl LLP
Sal Chemical Co., Inc
Schreiter Engineering Assoc
Seewald Labs, Inc.
Senate Engineering Co
Sensus
Severn Trent Services
Shannon Chemical Corp
Sherwood Logan & Associates
Singer Valve, LLC.
Site Specific Design, Inc.
Skelly and Loy, Inc.
Snyder Technical Sales
Spotts, Stevens And McCoy
SPX D.B.A. Pearpoint
Squibb-Owen Sales, Inc.
Stiffler, McGraw & Assoc, Inc
Subsurface Technologies
Suburban Water Technology, Inc.
Suburban Water Testing Labs
Susquehanna Fire Equipment Co
Swiftreach Networks Inc
Tank Industry Consultants, Inc.
Tervita
Therma-Stor, LLC
Thomas, Long, Niesen & Kennard
Trident Insurance
Trombold Equipment Company
Trumbull Industries
Underground Solutions Inc
Uni-Tec Consulting Engineers Inc
Univar Usa, Inc. - Altoona Branch
US Municipal Supply, Inc.
USA Bluebook
USIC Locating Services, Inc
Utilitronics Corporation
Utility Management Technologies
Utility Service Co Inc
Utility Services Group, Inc
Valve Tech Service
Walton Water Services, LLC
Waste Management
Watermark Environmental Systems
Watertite Inc
Weil, W.C. Company
West Branch Limited LLC
Weston & Sampson
Xylem, Inc
Yanora Enterprises
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Advertisers

2013 Advertising Rates are Here!
The Keystone Tap has been a great place to
advertise in an award winning magazine in front
of over 1,600 water utility professionals and
policy makers and now...

it is even better!
All Keystone Tap advertisers also have
the opportunity to advertise on the
PRWA.COM homepage as well.

Learn more at prwa.com/content/advertise-prwa
or call Andrea today! 800-653-7792x105.
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24/7 On Call

Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Factory trained and certified technicians
Call Today
Periodic equipment inspection services
For Free Service Evaluation
New equipment start up
1 -866- 929-3451
Equipment Training
Field troubleshooting & repair services
Complete In shop repa i r, rebuild, and remanufacture
Warranty validations and processing

Allison Pork , Po
Charleston . Wv

•
•

412-487-7140
304 - 776 - 5665
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Operators / Managers
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Board
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